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ce 6.0 interoperates with industry standards and existing microsoft desktop and server technologies to help you

create differentiated devices for a broad range of device categories, from commercial devices to consumer
electronics products. find here an overview datasheet about microsoft embedded ce 6.0. windows embedded ce
6.0 r3 also provides an integrated environment to develop os for consumer devices such as digital camera and

mobile phones. developers could make real-time operating systems easily and creatively without any hesitation.
it provides so many features to build. technology is going far away gives a convenience for everyone like for the
makers and users. these facilities give benefits for everyone. windows embedded ce 6.0 is a version of windows
that is designed for devices that need a small, lightweight operating system. it is a version of windows that runs

on a variety of systems, from tiny devices like printers, to larger devices like digital televisions. it is generally
considered to be an embedded operating system, because it is designed to be a small, lightweight version of

windows. to protect against the possibility that developers might use this information to create a virus or other
malicious software, microsoft does not make the source code for windows embedded ce available. the windows

ce 6.0 reference source is in c and c++ code, and is protected by a digital right management license. the
license requires that the source code be used for "commercial or personal use only" and that a copy of the

license be sent with any distribution of the code. the license is the standard one for the windows embedded ce
operating system, and can be obtained from microsoft.
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Vista/Win7/8/10
contains a new

Driver Management
Framework that
makes it easy to

add/remove
hardware and driver
components of the

PC. This allows OEMs
to easily incorporate
updated drivers into
their hardware and
makes it easier for

them to provide
software updates.
For example, you
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can use WHQL
drivers and software

on various OEM
Windows PCs. The
only difference is

OEMs are not
required to support
software updates or

providing drivers
updates from their
vendors. Although

the EISA was phased
out with the

introduction of the
PCI interface, the

legacy EISA
remained popular in
newer parts of the
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world until the
introduction of the

PCI Express
standard. The PCI

bus supports full bus-
mastering capability

that is required in
desktop computer
systems and is still

widely used in
embedded systems

such as personal
computers, token
ring networks, and
also in video game
systems. The PC's

BIOS has the ability
to easily add and
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remove hardware,
since the operating

system typically
does not run directly
from the hardware,
and the BIOS is the
only software that
can handle device-
related hardware

problems. BIOS also
contains basic
utilities used to

access main
memory, direct

access to hard drive
and floppy drives,

and other systems.
The main
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components of the
BIOS are the Power
On Self Test (POST),
the Setup function,

the Basic Input
Output System

(BIOS) itself, and
various other

system tables used
to interface with
devices. Such a

system would use a
small processor, on-
board RAM, I/O, and

basic firmware to
perform all the

functions required of
an embedded
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system. As in the
case of PCs, a single
chip can contain all
of the logic required

to operate a
terminal, as

opposed to having
many separate

components that
must be connected
together to perform

the same task. In
particular, the
programmer or

firmware developer
can use the system

to run code in its
memory, install a
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Program List (PL)
table, debug the

program, and then
reload the table and

run the program
again. 5ec8ef588b
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